
How A Local Leading Medical Authority  
Is Shaking Up The Orthopedic Community By Making  

Old Painful Knees Feel Like New Again…Without Drugs and Surgery! 

The Orthopedic Community is about to be shaken to it’s core as once firmly held beliefs about the 

causes of chronic knee pain that have been touted to be bathed in factual science, suddenly finds itself 

scratching it’s head after several major ongoing studies show significant conflicting reports. One long 

held medical myth is that loss of cartilage in the knee causes pain, thus leading to thousands of 

unnecessary surgical interventions year after year.¹ The significant number of individuals who continue 

to suffer with pain following knee surgeries, supports the findings in one major medical study where the 

amount of lost knee cartilage seen on diagnostic imaging wasn’t strongly associated with pain.² 

One Local Leading Medical Authority on the non-surgical treatment of chronic knee pain, is taking a 

stand (no pun intended) for chronic knee pain sufferers by making old painful knees feel new again 

without the use of common surgical and drug intervention. Dr. Sunny Kim a Medical Doctor who 

specializes in Regenerative Orthopedic Medicine, uses a highly specialized, minimally invasive, non-

surgical, drugless integrated orthopedic procedure that harnesses the body’s own natural, recuperative 

healing cells.  

Shauntelle Weichers a long time chronic knee pain sufferer who recently underwent Dr. Kim’s 

specialized treatment system shares her personal experience. “I had been suffering with nagging pain 

for several years. I had been to numerous doctors and underwent cortisone injections, physical therapy 

and took handfuls of vitamins and supplements hoping to find some relief. I’m in total awe at how great 

I feel after undergoing Dr. Kim’s specialized treatment system.” 

Dr. Kim states, “By extracting the cells that are responsible for replicating and healing damaged and 

injured tissues from an individual’s very own body, these same cells can be isolated and re-introduced 

back into that patients injured tissues. By bathing the injured tissues with a significantly larger number 

of these isolated repair cells, a Healing Cascade Effect can instantly begin to occur naturally by 

facilitating in an optimal accelerated internal healing environment.” 

What would cause a Medical Doctor to involve himself with such a “non-traditional”, “outside the box” 

type of therapy? Dr. Kim states, “I watched my sister’s health deteriorate battling a painful and horrific 

disease following traditional medical intervention. Clinging to hope she opted to undergo a very similar 

experimental natural cell based therapy treatment and in spite of my extreme skepticism I witnessed 

her health transform right before my very own eyes. Watching a loved one’s health deteriorate so 

rapidly and then several months later witness such a dramatic shift, I became so emotionally and 

mentally moved by her recovery that I set out on a mission traveling the globe and studying and training 

with several of the top physicians in the world who specialize in this type of cell based treatment.” 

Dr. Kim combines this specialized non-surgical cell based therapy along with numerous state of the art 

medical healing technologies in his Cedar Rapids, Iowa clinic. To learn more about Dr. Kim’s specialized 

treatment system for chronic knee pain and other painful joint problems or to find out if you are a 

possible candidate for his therapy, call 1-844-IOWA-DOC(1-844-469-2362). 
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